2.4 tigershark engine reliability

The 2. Although the new family is based on previous "World Gas Engine", the new 2. For extra
rigidity, there is a lightweight, aluminum ladder frame between the engine block and the steel
sandwich-type design oil pan. Engineers added rotating balance shafts into the bottom of the 2.
The engine bottom also includes a forged, steel crankshaft, powder-forged steel connecting
rods, and lightweight aluminum pistons with polymer-coated piston skirts. Piston pins are full
floating with hard carbon diamond-like coatings. This engine is equipped with oil squirters that
spray oil on the bottom of the pistons for reducing temperature. On top of the block, there is an
aluminum valve cylinder head with a single, chain-driven camshaft and the electro-hydraulic
MultiAir II system developed by Fiat. The MultiAir is variable valve timing and lift technology
controlled by electro-hydraulic valve actuators. The exhaust valves are actuated by the
camshaft through polished shimless mechanical buckets. On the intake side, each cylinder has
the intake cam lobe, which acts on a roller finger follower. A finger follower actuates a piston
which has a lash adjuster and a hydraulic brake. This piston pushes oil through a solenoid into
the valve assembly. When the solenoid is open, the valve disconnected from the cam and shuts
under the pressure applied by the valve spring. When the solenoid is closed, the valves follow a
cam profile as in a traditional engine. This is how the MultiAir system controls valve timing and
valve lift and optimizes the engine for both fuel economy and performance. The cylinder head is
covered by an aluminum headcover. The engine uses a traditional multiport fuel injection
system and coil-on-plug ignition with dual precious-metal spark plugs. The intake manifold
made of plastic, and it's covered by an acoustic cover to reduce noise. The Tigershark is
equipped with a two-stage oil-pressure relief system, which maintains an optimal oil pressure
and reduces engine-oil pumping loads at the same time. As was mention above, the MultiAir
system operates using engine oil. In this case, an oil viscosity, quality, and its condition are
very important aspects for the 2. So far, the main problem for this engine is, yes, oil
consumption. More pronounced oil consumption happens with short runs, but it is not always
the major factor. The engine has some issues with piston rings that allegedly don't work
properly with the cylinders. By the way, FCA dealerships tell this explanation for their
customers about what is related to oil consumption problems. One more weak point is the
MultiAir system. Dirty oil can plug its oil channels and solenoids, and this system will fail.
Otherwise, the engine does not raise questions. Perhaps it is a bit noisy, but of course, it does
not affect the durability or longevity. Keep an eye on oil level, change it even more frequently
than the manual says, and the 2. Home Chrysler 2. Engine Specs Manufacturer. Production
years. Cylinder block material. Cylinder head material. Fuel type. Number of cylinders. Valves
per cylinder. Valvetrain layout. Bore, mm. Displacement, cc. Type of internal combustion
engine. Compression Ratio. Torque, lb ft. Firing order. Engine oil weight. Engine oil capacity,
liter. Oil change interval, mile. According to a recent SEC filing by the company , the recall could
include the Chrysler , Dodge Dart , Fiat X , and the Jeep Cherokee , Compass , and Renegade ,
over excessive emissions that the engine may produce. The automaker didn't specify which
makes, models, or model years among a "group of vehicles equipped with the Tigershark
engine" will be included in the recall but did say, "As this population ages, some vehicles
exceed in-use emission requirements, depending on drive cycle and mileage. Details of a future
recall will be finalized after the company finishes "conducting test programs to define a
remedy" and gets approval from the EPA and CARB on that remedy. The company emphasized
that it is not a safety problem. At this stage we are unable to reliably evaluate the likelihood that
material costs will be incurred or estimate a range of possible costs. Separately, class-action
lawsuits recently filed in Michigan and California have claimed that the Tigershark engine can
burn oil at a faster rate than normal and stall unexpectedly in Chrysler, Dodge, Fiat and Jeep
vehicles. FCA says these complaints are unrelated to the emissions issue it's currently
studying. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best
Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best
Station Wagons of Fiat Chrysler Automobiles FCA is considering a recall on about a million
vehicles equipped with its 2. This issue is unrelated to recent lawsuits claiming that same
engine burns oil at an abnormal rate and can stall unexpectedly, FCA says. This content is
created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their
email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at
piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Recalls. Engines that consume a
ton of oil are inefficient, irritating, and expensive. But it turns dangerous when the oil indicator
system doesn't even alert you when oil levels are low. The engine has a oil capacity of 5. In fact,
some owners say the light only turns on once the engine has stalled. Control rings at the top of
the piston sidewalls are there to prevent oil from entering the combustion chamber. But a defect
in the Tigershark engine means the piston rings don't work correctly with the cylinders. This
allows oil to seep past and burn off in the compression cycle. As the engine loses oil, excess

heat and friction will prematurely wear down internal components. At first the engine might stall
out. But eventually it'll seize up and fail. Fiat-Chrysler FCA has been accused of knowing about
the problem since but telling owners the consumption levels are "normal" to avoid a recall.
According to the owner's manual the oil should be changed at 4, miles 6, km under normal
driving conditions. Even under severe Operating Conditions the manual says the oil message
will illuminate as early as 3, miles since the last reset. But owners say the engine consumer a
quart every 1, miles. So if you follow the recommended interval, you'll cause irreversible
damage to the engine. A class-action lawsuit was filed against FCA in August of The plaintiffs
say that by continuing to call the consumption levels "normal," FCA has avoided the
tremendous cost of doing the right thing by recalling millions of affected vehicles. Instead,
they've left owners to pickup the tab. This problem has been reported by owners of the
following generations. While there's no guarantee it affects all the listed model years, most
years within a generation share the same parts, manufacturing processes, and problems. Had
problem with engine stall while braking and cornering. Checked oil levels and was over a quart
low. Checked oil again just over a week later and was down another quart. Took it to the
dealership and had them check oil consumption. I was told that a quart of oil every miles is ok
for this model. This is stupid , why would I ever do an oil change, by the time I get to miles I
have pretty much replaced the oil. Within 16, miles our Jeep has burned 6 quarts of oil. In the
last 5, miles it has gone through 2 quarts of oil. The service advisers immediate told me that
GM's burn much more oil and began a rant telling me everyone has this issue. Oil consumption
is ridiculous. Told by dealership that the 2. Again, this is ridiculous. If I go on a trip across the
country, I have to put a case of oil in the back of my brand new vehicle. No warning given. My
wife's Cherokee has been for some time shutting down on her unexpectedly without any check
engine lights or any warnings. At our dealer they informed her that the oil level was very low,
close to 2 quarts of oil in the engine when it is supposed to maintain [closer to] 6 quarts. The
part that they couldn't answer was why was the vehicle not alerting us of low oil levels. Maybe
you've experienced this problem. Maybe you're concerned you will soon. Whatever the reason,
here's a handful of things you can do to make sure it gets the attention it deserves. Major class
action law firms use this data when researching cases. Their focus is on safety-related issues.
Problems Tigershark 2. Jeep owners say the 2. Fiat-Chrysler's new normal? The lawsuit is
pending. Problem Timeline Fiat- Chrysler has been accused of calling the 2. Posted on August
12, Tagged lawsuit Source carcomplaints. OK, Now What? File Your Complaint CarComplaints.
June 8, â€” A Chrysler oil consumption lawsuit has been filed alleging vehicles equipped with 2.
The lawsuit alleges vehicle occupants are put in danger because the oil consumption problems
cause the engines to suddenly shut down while driving. And while low oil pressures and stalled
engines are allegedly bad enough, the plaintiffs claim the problems could be avoided if the oil
indicator systems alerted drivers to low oil levels in these vehicles. The plaintiffs also allege
drivers don't know about dangerously low oil levels until the vehicles suddenly shut down, even
though the oil change indicators allegedly don't yet recommend a change of oil. Fiat Chrysler
FCA US allegedly knows about oil consumption issues because hundreds of vehicle owners
and lessees have complained about their vehicles shutting down due to low oil levels. The
automaker also allegedly knows about the Tigershark engines because a technical service
bulletin TSB allegedly conceals known defects by telling dealerships the oil consumption
problems are normal. Classifying the low oil levels as normal allegedly provides FCA a way to
avoid official recalls as owners spend their own money while trying to diagnose and repair the
excessive oil consumption issues. According to the class action lawsuit, customers complained
about underpowered vehicles prior to , causing Chrysler to switch to the larger 2. Chrysler
allegedly markets the 2. But the lawsuit alleges the MultiAir system won't function properly
unless there is strict maintenance of oil volume. The plaintiffs complain about the oil change
indicator systems that receive input from various engine operating conditions to determine
when to change the oil, then drivers are warned it's time to change the oil. FCA says conditions
such as frequent short trips, towing a trailer and driving in extremely hot or cold ambient
temperatures will influence when the Change Oil or Oil Change Required messages are
displayed to drivers. In addition, the owner's manuals say operating a vehicle in severe
conditions may cause the oil message to activate as early as 3, miles. Owners are told to
change the oil within the next miles. The hours of engine run or idle time is generally only a
concern for fleet customers. Low engine oil will prevent the Tigershark engine from proper
cooling and lubrication, allegedly causing premature wear and failures of the engine. Vehicle
owners further complain how dealerships allegedly swear a vehicle shutting down in the middle
of a highway is a safety feature. According to the class action, the Tigershark engines allow oil
to escape past the oil control piston rings and into the combustion areas. This is allegedly
caused by oil control piston rings that do not function properly with the cylinders in which they

operate. The Chrysler oil consumption lawsuit was filed in the U. Chrysler owners claim
vehicles equipped with 2. TSB Guide How these simple documents can unlock information
about your car. Read Our Guide. Register now to gain access to all of our features. Once
registered and logged in, you will be able to contribute to this site by submitting your own
content or replying to existing content. You'll be able to customize your profile, receive
reputation points as a reward for submitting content, while also communicating with other
members via your own private inbox, plus much more! This message will be removed once you
have signed in. Started by Sybil , June 20, I'm sad to report that the 2. I bought a brand new Dart
GT that has been consuming oil since day 1. I filed a complaint and was told 2 quarts of oil
consumption between oil changes was within factory guidelines. Yeah , right. It has gotten
worse and complaints are all over the internet. Uses 4 quarts now between oil changes and was
informed now they won't do anything because it is over the , mile factory warranty, despite my
complaints for the last 2 years. So they can take their Hellcat and shove it. We have averaged a
new Chrysler every 2 years for the last 20 years. Fiat sucks balls and won't get any more
business from us. My gf has a Dart and yep it's been consuming oil like crazy. Mine literally quit
running from oil level too low. Friend of mine has a Jeep with same engine and it's using oil.
Dealer told him the same thing. I have a it doesn't use oil. Sent from my iPhone using Tapatalk.
Checked the oil and it was bone dry. Same here. We have to add oil weekly. Buying a Honda for
a DD. Fiat can shove their cars sideways. They have been no help and the only reason i don't
sue is because the car is worthless. If it were a Hellcat I would. I was hoping for better
treatment. Nothing, so I won't be buying a Hellcat. The Dart 2. The hood is bubbling like the rust
under the paint. My be there is I didn't check to see if it was aluminum. This is a common
complaint with the 2. I had no oil consumption issue with my 1. I've got a Fiat Spider now, same
motor, also no consumption. My friend bought a Jeep with the 2. Mine has been eating oil since
day 1. There is no fix for it and they won't give any advice or a rebate for another car. It's
bullshit and there should be a massive recall. Own 2 Jeep Compass no problem with oil. I keep
checking to see if there is a problem. My wife goes to dealer for oil change and they use penzoil
no problems. I use Valvoline full syn that meets specs and it seems I have to add a little bit
between oil changes. I went 10, between oil change because the oil was still clean. So far we
love our compass. Great ride, accelerates nice. We have the Asian 6 speed tranny. Wife has
miles since dealer changed oil and still at full line. My opinion, some people exaggerate and I
am sure there is a lemon or two that have a real case. My husband's friend did not listen and
bought a Jeep Cherokee and a Dart with the 2. They both consume oil. Not near as much as
mine but it's early. I gave this car to my son a few years back anyway for just driving to school
and work. Boy changing the front struts on this car for my husband was a very grueling task.
Not your normal strut replacement. I have an old 08 Caliber SRT 4 with a turbo 2. I'm sure it's
been worked on but I have had it for 18 months and never have to add oil to it. From what I have
been told the 'tigershark' engine in the Dart is a Fiat design. Yours is pre-Fiat. You need to be a
member in order to leave a comment. Sign up for a new account in our community. It's easy!
Sign In Sign Up. Share this post Link to post Share on other sites. Create an account or sign in
to comment You need to be a member in order to leave a comment Create an account Sign up
for a new account in our community. Register a new account. Sign in Already have an account?
Sign in here. Sign In Now. Log in or Sign up. ToasterJeep - Jeep Renegade Forum. Has anyone
done a turbo kit on a 2. Tags: 2. What are your thoughts? Was it worth it? How much of a HP
increase? I'm very curious. Alltruenews , May 10, IDoMy0wnRacing likes this. The 2. These
motors have been reliably tuned to upwards of HP. Is it worth it? That's for each person to
decide on their own. Personally - not on a Renegade that I am mostly using for a daily and some
trail riding. The 1. Emily H likes this. CanadianRenegade78 , Jun 4, Derek , Newadventurer and
Custm16 like this. Joined: Mar 25, Messages: 3 Location: Alabama. I am in way over my head
wanting to turbocharge my Renegade. If I do it I'll let y'all know how it goes and post videos on
YouTube Road Race Motorsports sells that Dart kit which supposedly fits a Renegade. I'm
highly considering it, but I'm concerned about a few things. Although the Dart and Renegade
both have the 2. Clearance will probably be the biggest issue, although RRM claims the kit will
fit my Renegade. They have apparently done it before With how much improvisation, though, I
don't know. Secondly, there is a lot that this "comprehensive" kit is missing. I would at least
want to upgrade the fuel pump, injectors, and spark plugs to make it "safe". Not to mention that
it does not include a wastegate that I know of? I'm not trying to blow up my car. This is my daily
driver Thirdly, cooling is going to be an
john deere 325 parts diagram
ford explorer 1998 repair manual
2003 dodge caravan pcm wiring diagram

issue. The kit's description does not specify if the intercooler another big hunk of metal that
might not fit The description also doesn't specify if the turbo is perhaps even oil-cooled If for
any reason this specific turbo needs to tap into the car's oil, that's going to be a huge
roadblock. This would require me to remove the oil pan and drill a hole in it. That would be a
huge feat since Oh, yes, did I mention I can't hoist the engine out of my car? This is happening
in a covered driveway. Please help Emily H , Mar 25, Welcome to the forum. There is a member
here who has done a turbo on his Trailhawk. He is extremely knowledgeable about the
Renegade and vehicles in general. I can't help but offer good luck to you, keep us posted. Dgr ,
Mar 25, IDoMy0wnRacing , Mar 28, You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored
Content. Share This Page Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account?
No, create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password?

